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Pictured: Pathway to Change student
Thais with her brother Gustavo.

Spring 2019

Worth a Thousand Words...

Pathway to Change student Stephanie (middle) laughs with her
two sisters Anahi and Nathalia.
By Tandee Ogburn
Since the moment I joined the Hand
in Hand family, first as a donor in
2015, then as development director
in 2018, I longed to visit Nicaragua.
I was scheduled to participate in an
immersion trip last summer when
violence suddenly erupted in April
2018. We paused all trips to the
country, monitored the situation closely
and did our best to support the kids and
local staff as tensions mounted. Things
were so tense and uncertain that Ed
and Barbara, our program directors in
Nicaragua, returned to Canada where
they continued to operate the program
from afar.
Many wondered if we would completely
shut down this program that provided
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more than 90 students access to a quality
education. But instead of losing hope,
we dug in our heels and doubled down
the efforts to empower the students
and families in the Pathway to Change
program. Our hearts were warmed as
generous donors and supporters stepped up
and committed to sponsoring more young
scholars as we waited out the crisis.
The months went by and the civil unrest
that once shook the country began to calm.
Ed and Barbara returned to their home in
Nicaragua and to the program they love.
Then in January, Marla and I felt it was
time to make the trip and check in with our
staff, students and families.
We timed our visit to coincide with the
‘back to school’ day camp that our social
worker, Dalieska and head tutor, Professor

Immersion trips to Nicaragua may resume soon.

Juan had carefully planned. This camp
was an effort to ‘wake the kids up’ after a
long winter vacation and to get them back
into the academic mindset.
There were a variety of interactive
educational activities cleverly disguised
as all fun and games. Marla and I were
thrown right into the mix on the first
day! We spent part of the morning
doing origami with the kids (You should
see Marla trying to do crafts!) Then we
moved on to the math station where
we learned how to complete Sudoku
puzzles (Marla and I were not fans). We
ended the day playing board games
with the kids culminating in a rousing
game of “SORRY!”. The games were
fun but were also designed to encourage
the kids to practice English with their
foreign visitors. At the carpentry station
each child built a little stool with Don
Edwardo’s help. All day long the
Pathway to Change children’s center was
abuzz with activity and was quite loud at
times. The center sounded like a regular
Hand in Hand worksite with all the
hammering and sawing!

and exaggerated facial expressions to get
our points across. Angelica and her sisters
leaned in over my shoulders to view the
snapshots I’d taken of them on my phone.
I showed the girls funny pictures of my
two young sons. We made jokes and
laughed despite the language barrier.

“

On the second day I joined Connie, a
local program staff member on a few
home visits. Connie was checking in with
the families and making sure everyone
was ready for the upcoming school year.
We visited eigh-year-old Angelica, a third
grader in our program. Angelica, her
mom and three sisters greeted us at the
entrance of their home which was tucked
away off an alley in one of Managua’s
more challenged neighborhoods.
Even though my Spanish skills are
rudimentary at best, we did what humans
do. We tried to connect and learn about
each other. We used lots of hand gestures

I was warmed by the open spirit and
hospitality Angelica and her family
extended to me. We didn’t speak
about the recent unrest or the obvious
challenges this family faced. But I
knew that like most all of the citizens
of Managua, Angelica’s family had
inevitably experienced a tumultuous, if
not traumatic year. Yet here they were;
welcoming me in their home, offering me
cold Fresca and trying to get to know me
as a human being.
I learned Angelica loved science and
recess. She was visibly giddy about
the start of school. I also learned that
Angelica’s participation in the Pathway to
Change program was not sponsored by
a donor in the United States or Canada
like most of the other students in the
program. Hand in Hand paid for her
tuition, uniforms, books, transportation
and other expenses through general
operating funds.

Tandee and Marla make origami
at the Children’s Center.

Stay tuned for more details or call 502-459-9930!
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Angelica (8 yrs)
The very funds that I had helped raise at
the Legacy Breakfast and other avenues.
I knew Angelica would not have had the
opportunity to attend a quality school
or receive the tutoring she needs to be
successful, if we had not found generous
donors that believed in her and in our
mission.

“

While it was energizing to know my work
as a fundraiser is directly impacting a
young girl’s life, it was also scary.
I realized that if I am not successful in
my efforts to connect potential donors
to our mission,the trajectory of little
Angelica’s life would be totally different.
Without the scholarship program,
Angelica would receive only the most
basic education in a public school. If she
were like most Nicaraguan public school
kids experiencing poverty, she might not
even complete sixth grade. Graduating
high school and attending college would
almost certainly be out of reach.
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The following evening I attended a
graduation celebration at the children’s
center and was encouraged about the
future. More than thirty Pathway to
Change graduates crowded into the
front room of the center, the very space
most of them had been coming to since
elementary school.
The young people updated us on their
college plans and accomplishments. We
heard about their pursuits in business
administration, accounting, hospitality
and tourism, medicine, law and
education. We learned that due to the
recent problems in the country, some
students were forced to take a break from
classes during the previous semester.
One reason was, of course, many of the
clashes that took place in Managua were
on the university campus, but the other
reason had to do with serious funding
cuts in scholarships. Thankfully though,
as tensions quelled over the past months,
students have been able to return to

To sponsor a scholar like Angelica, call 502-459-9930

Katherine (18 yrs)
university for this upcoming term.
I was so impressed with how
sophisticated, worldly and professional
all of the graduates were. The room
was filled with young people under the
age of twenty, yet I felt like I was in the
company of professors and CEO’s! As
I listened to their exciting career plans,
I decided to take photos of each student
that could serve as a headshot to be
used professionally on their resumes or
Linkedin pages.

her educational journey. Katherine
looked like a young woman who could see
her future within reach.

“

During this impromptu photo shoot I met
Katherine who is studying psychology at
a university in Managua. She was in the
Pathway to Change program from fourth
grade until her high school graduation in
2016.
Days later, while reviewing and editing
the photos I’d taken during the trip, I was
struck by the pictures of Angelica and
Katherine side by side. Young Angelica
looked eager, excited as she was beginning

I wondered, if I came back to Nicaragua
in ten years, would I be taking Angelica’s
headshot photo? Would she look as selfassured and confident as Katherine?
No one can predict the future, but
I do know without the scholarship
program and access to quality education,
Katherine’s photo would look completely
different.
That is why I am committed to and
passionate about finding the funding to
sustain this important program…because
I have seen with my own eyes the impact
of Hand in Hand’s Pathway to Change
scholarship program.
And now you can see it too. Just look. It’s
written all over Katherine’s face and I am
hoping to see it on Angelica’s one day too.

Visit myhandinhand.org/nicaragua for more photos.
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“

tell us
more

Michael Budniak
Louisville, KY

I support Hand in Hand because there are
so many beautiful, tangible and immediate
results of all the work that I see being done.
This isn’t a place which does good by
providing to a general cause, but one which
touches the lives of individual people! And
there is nothing like the affirmation that we
are all cared about, cared for and in this
together when we can help each other!

Patti and I donate to help support the work
the agency is doing in communities we care
about. We volunteer because we want to be
actively involved in the work Hand in Hand is
doing. Getting our hands dirty is an
important aspect of our volunteer efforts. We
also hope our presence lets those we serve
know that we care.

Jessie Rausch
Goshen, KY
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Larry & Patti Hartog
Georgetown, IN

I haven’t spent a significant amount of time in
Portland since I moved to Cincinnati nearly 20
years ago. I wasn’t prepared for how much it
would affect me. I feel like God is pounding
on my heart, and I’m really looking forward to
serving there in the future. There is such a
sense of relief and hope by just having Hand
in Hand planted in Portland.

Does your company match gifts?

Why Hand in Hand?

We know there are a variety of great causes to support what is it about our mission that resonates with you?

Our group built a home for a woman in Belize with
a severe mental illness. Hand in Hand Ministries is
an incredible organization because we got to work
alongside the woman’s family to get to know them
and their story. They weren’t looking for a
handout and they genuinely wanted to help give
their mom, grandma, aunt a home that would keep
her safe and dry. Hand in Hand Ministries respects
Hannah Harvey
the human dignity of every person that they serve.
Decatur, GA
They give people the resources and support that
they need to get out of a difficult situation and build themselves up so that they
can support themselves. Recipients can then turn around and help the next
family in need of the same support that they received. It is an incredibly
beautiful cycle that I am so
grateful to be a part of.
I have volunteered on an Auxier mission trip the
past four years, and hope to continue going every
year. The Hand in Hand staff is awesome, caring,
loving and fun. The cost of the trip is minimal. It is
a chance to grow in relationships with friends that
go with us, as well as making new friends. And it
is a way to live out the love of Jesus. Faith without
deeds is dead. And now our group at church is
Stuart Ward
planning its first Louisville trip in February. Our
Louisville, KY
city is in desperate need of bringing east and west
Louisville together. Hand in Hand is here to help that happen. I am thankful
for the opportunities that Hand in Hand offers me to make our city, state and
world a better place.

For more stories, go to myhandinhand.org/whyhandinhand
Contact megan@myhandinhand.org to find out!
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Photo from Tops Louisville

Top Left:
Norman Noltemeyer and his
wife Belita.
Above and Left:
Part of Norman’s crew works
at Donna’s house.

Donor Impact: Norman Noltemeyer
This past summer, the Louisville
team was feeling the heat and it
wasn’t just the temperature. The
team was under a tight deadline to
complete major renovations on a
Portland home.

drains leaked, and the walls were
worn from years of wear and tear.

The homeowner, Donna, is raising
her three-year-old granddaughter.
Donna’s home, which has been in
her family for decades, was in need
of major repairs. Floors sagged,

He brought his crews to work
side-by-side with our volunteers.
Norman always had time in his
busy schedule to help with the
issues and decisions which develop
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Longtime Louisville philanthropist
and businessman, Norman
Noltemeyer arrived on the scene.

myhandinhand.org/louisville

on a project. With his knowledge
and expertise, Norman and the
team helped move Donna and
her granddaughter into her home
before school started. Donna was
ecstatic to live in the first home
she’s ever owned.
Norman - a member of Our Lady
of Lourdes parish and the Knights
of Columbus - considers his help
just a small contribution.

“I wanted to help Donna get back
in her home, make it nice and
warm…something she can be
proud of,” he said.
Norman’s generosity of spirit and
commitment to others is inspiring.
It’s no longer just a small house in
Portland. It’s now a home - a safe
home where a grandmother can
raise her granddaughter. Thank
you Norman!

Ramping Up for Spring

2018 marked the first full calendar year for the Louisville program.
Hundreds of volunteers put in more than 8000 hours of service in
West Louisville. Don’t miss an opportunity to work and stay right
here in Louisville.

Schedule your trip today: allison@myhandinhand.org

Rockhurst University works on a wheelchair ramp for Portland
resident Bo. Check out his video on our Facebook page.

facebook.com/myhandinhand
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Grants fund variety of projects
Freedom and hope come in
many forms. For 50-year-old Bo,
liberation came when volunteers
built him a wheelchair ramp,
funded through the generous
support of the Home Depot
Foundation.

Before the railings were even
completed Bo was gleefully
gliding up and down the ramp
in his electric wheelchair. His
sister Peggy looked on in delight,
knowing she no longer had to
carry him up and down the stairs
every time he left his home.
Thank you Home Depot
Foundation for your gift of hope
and freedom!
Sometimes hope emerges when
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floors, ceilings and walls are
repaired, replaced or renewed. We
thank the Cralle Foundation
and The Gheens Foundation
for generously supporting our
Louisville program. Your gifts
allow us to better equip our
volunteers to provide home repairs
to local residents.
The UPS Foundation delivers
again with financial support for
development of our community
meeting space. Thank you UPS
Foundation!
The Honorable Order of the
Kentucky Colonials lifted us
up once again, this time with a gift
to help us replace a roof over our
sleeping quarters in Auxier. Thank
you!

www.myhandinhand.org/donatenow

Tool Time: Father and Son
James Powers and his son James
Jr. are apart of Hand in Hand’s
family in Eastern Kentucky.

Groups worked with the Powers
family over the summer, replacing
and reinforcing windows, floor
joists and more.
Every day the Hand in Hand crew
was at their house, James and
James Jr. were working.

This year, the Powers participated
in an outreach to provide food
for Christmas to Hand in Hand
Home Repair recipients.
They were so amazed by the
love that was continuing to be
shown to them from complete
strangers. Needless to say, their
thankfulness was endless and their
joy contagious.
Left:
Dolly Mills from Middletown
Christian Church works with
the team at the Powers’
house.
Below:
Marla visits with James and
James Jr.

www.myhandinhand.org/appalachia
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Kevin Greenwood served as our emcee
for the evening’s events, leading the
crowd through 10 rounds of trivia.

2

Sweets by Morgan provided Hand in
Hand themed treats for the night.
www.sweetsbymorgan.com

3

Nearly 200 people gathered for our 2nd
Annual Trivia Night on February 1.
Guests enjoyed a 50/50 raffle, wine and
beer, and prizes.

Special thanks to Holy Trinity for their generous sponsorship and our
in-kind sponsors, Coca-Cola and Heritage Wine and Spirits.
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instagram.com/handinhandphoto

What’s your next step?
Contact: Allison Ridenour
allison@myhandinhand.org
502-459-9930

Create your own trip!

Retiree Day, March 21, April 18
Louisville: April 4
Belize: March 17-23
Appalachia: April 25-28

Join Darian in Belize!

Come to Belize with me in March (17-23)! You’ll get to build a house
with a local homeowner, go to the islands, explore Mayan ruins and eat
Nen’s food - she cooks the best food in the world. Anyone and
everyone is welcome and I’d love to have you! Contact Allison at
allison@myhandinhand.org or 502-459-9930 if interested.

To join this trip, contact allison@myhandinhand.org
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Upcoming Tours

Join us for a one-hour interactive,
engaging tour of our building and
programs!
Whether you are new to Hand in Hand’s
mission or you simply want to learn
more, this short program will help you
understand the important work Hand
in Hand is doing locally, regionally and
internationally.

Tuesday, April 16
Thursday, April 25
Wednesday, May 15
All tours are from 11:30-12:30
at the Hand in Hand office
518 N. 26th St. (40212)
RSVP at 502-459-9930 or
megan@myhandinhand.org

Celebrate Derby at Sherby!
Celebrate Derby weekend
with us at the Sherby
party! Come to Sherwood
Avenue in Louisville
anytime after 4:00 p.m.
for food trucks, the largest
disco ball in Kentucky,
a line-up of bands and
more.
Admission is a donation to
Hand in Hand. We raised
over $8,000 last year
thanks to your generosity.

Friday, May 1
4-11 p.m.
Sherwood Avenue
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www.myhandinhand.org/news-and-events

@myhandinhand
Hand in Hand Ministries
@handinhandphoto

Board of Directors
Harry Borders, Chair
Ann Marie Maldini, Vice Chair
Larry Bloemer, Treasurer
Joe Lynch, Secretary
Scott Karem
Courtney Baxter
Kelley Helgeson
Paul Hirn

Mike Potter
Shayne Raymond
Cindy Rigby, M.D.
Deloris White
Tom Wittman
Charisse Wright
Rev. Joseph Fowler, Emeritus

Executive Staff
Marla Cautilli, CEO
marla@myhandinhand.org

Tandee Ogburn, Director of Development
tandee@myhandinhand.org

Lend a hand...change a life!
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Come to Belize
with us in March!

518 N. 26th Street
Louisville, KY 40212
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